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Stars, hide your fires

—Shakespeare, Macbeth
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Burn

Time takes so long. I wait here, in a box that 
closed itself, for your eyes to open. They are 
come to rifle me, all two hundred and eighty-six 
of them, brown as guinea owls. They mull me, 
leave me bullet holes on smoke-white wall, spiral 
sieve of my mind. I smell a pyre. I have been  
on you all these desiccated centuries. Some 
days I wake and cry with joy – the thought
of having no thought of you. Jet-lagged, I sleep
at wrong hours, wake in dark, out of sorts.
Like the fruit which, by burning, is now solid 
forever, my walking thoughts, upturned 
left as grave heads, left as seed. 
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After Tchaikovsky, 
Romeo and Juliet Fantasy Overture
 
 
Mozart wondered if there could be such a thing
as fire that did not go out, that burned you forever
in the depths of hell. Therefore, all of his music
is built around the hope that time is finite; he tries
to see how long we can last, because we do not.
 
Tchaikovsky understood cholera well.
His mother died of it when he was 14.
Perhaps it was not by accident he tried
to drown in a cold Moscow river,
then died of a glass of water.
Or did he love himself to death

inside a stranger’s insides?
Inside of him a fistful of glitter
a Russian doll,             the boss tooth, 
unsheathed, unsheathing.
 
He, the second of him, came
for night had buried the first
in waking realms of lavender and moss
soft pillows of jet flint   the unfledged part
unfinished at the time of death.
 
For fire to burn you forever you must live.
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Ramleela

We arrive. The green field sits wide open.
   Colorful flags rise at its edges, like bunting
for Independence Day. Men and women 
   come from the village, hand in hand.
The elderly carry chairs and plastic coolers,
   for this is an epic, the sea will be crossed.
We gather as though ready to pray, speaking
   softly, since grass has a way of silencing.
 
At the field’s edge, a large paper god rises.
   Sixty-five-feet tall, he eclipses Mc Bean houses,
Stands at the edge of time. Soon it is time
   and tassa comes: the band pounding instruments 
which have become limbs. How long did it take 
   to form this tassa sound of cutlass meeting 
heartbeats? Of hot tin, rolled on streets?
 
When all the deities enter the realm, they circle
   a black flag before taking the field.
Blue-skinned Shiva poses with Sita for pictures,
   chubby Hanuman flourishes a bulbous scepter,
Ravan adjusts his ten heads, since ten heads are heavy.
   The master of ceremonies tells the story as soldiers 
plan strategy, aim tinsel arrows at stars.

They light the torches and burn the giant effigy. 
  Get out the way, someone warns, as
The god falls like a timbered tree.
  Flames transfix us with jeopardy. 
And that burning prop becomes the love inside us,
   not villains but men, as fragile as paper,
as effervescent as smoke.
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Confirmed Report of a Single 
Lionfish Spotted at Tobago
 

Not in my mind, but in the sea.
Not in the sea, but in my body.
Upon my spine, through lung and heart,
your spotted sails fly out my mouth
 
Inland, for decades, we sea-sleep.
There is nothing poisonous here
But the rain has plans of breaking
Fragile aquarium walls.

Awake:
the thought of you.
Your deadly intent is beauty
so rich, the water comes whole
            A ghost, a swarm
of inflamed tongue,
O all that was solid!
 
Not that your body
cannot endure

Dimanche Gras’ breathing water,
but you prefer dark and cold, salt
prefer to stay in one place
currents riddled with mud,
spat out by rivers:
all that you are.
            Until we are    glassed again
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An Oil Painting is Made Real
 
 
I didn’t realize you were missing from my wall
until I started to paint you.
 
A 19th century Paris street
frozen forever, in pigment and in fact,
in eternity.
 
I have always wanted to live inside you,
to lurk in Midnight in Paris (the Woody Allen
movie set in the 1930s – though I’d go to 1816).
 
Let me hang you up and frame you.
Inside my room your room. We build another,
a trompe l’oeil – imitation within imitation –
until we lose what is real.
 

\
 
I didn’t realize you were real
until I started – such that you are
I cannot comprehend.
 
Hector, incarnate, in our room.
Paint falling off skin like light,
flesh made compliant, alight
with the wishes of burning. You
ought not to be alive,
hiding here from gas-lit streets.
Such colour that you render me alive,
my room glowing with your pigment.
Your muscles move, take a new guise.
 
Now you are sculpted, Endymion,
dreaming of the things that have swollen,
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dreaming of the sparkling powder crushed
to feed your closed, taut lids.
 
Turn Achilles, I started
to paint you – until
you threatened to rent red silk,
to reveal a pain too great to fail. The same
silk clothing the same model, who travels
in rooms through the same centuries
over and, then, over – to paint you.
 

/
 
You didn’t realize you were missing from my wall
until I started to paint you,
that which I wanted to achieve
that which I wanted  –
Would that you render me
blue shadow of your scene!
Take a hold of me, paint and brush
me, imitation of imitation, you,

no
facts, only interpretation.
 
No painting can capture
what has not been real.
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The Curse of Eternal Laughter

 for Vahni Capildeo

It reached the stage where if she asked me to jump off a cliff 
I would. 
Burnt. So burnt. My room ripped open, made a burial 
ground for horses. 
And hats. And boas. The neighbours laugh. 
Laughter, like water. The only riddle that cannot be solved.
You cannot be solved. Like fire. A joy made aural torture. 
The video on my crappy computer is stuck because there is 
no memory. My 
floor opens into the US Capitol. Maybe I can 
stay there and 
crouch among the tourists. The dark places 

 planned for so long.    /      Your reflecting lake 
has secret connections. We came to weeping.

 Laughter, 
                                                                   like light. A small
bowl glowing, filled with Himalayan salt – orange 
flame. A flicker. As the tiny electric tea-light
with an unstoppable battery. The faster I type, the
more music I stop. How could these heartbeats last so 
long? 
Laughter, like waves. Even at night, a crashing of nervous 
glee. 
Perhaps the ebb and flow of the Gulf of Paria inside me. 
Or Salybia and the almond-tree coast. 

Salt, become my eternal pulse. Laughter, rifle me. 
Explain screams I cannot explain. My neighbors. 

Riddles with no solutions, they are not riddles. 
Tell no one, whose eyes can bear the light.
 


